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A quasi-Frobenius ring (QF ring) is a left Artinian ring R with identity 
for which the left R-module RR is inject&. Since Nakayama [8] introduced 
the notion of a QF ring, quasi-Frobenius rings have been extensively studied. 
It is well known that for any QF ring R, both Ri, , the ring of n x n matrices 
over R, and RG, group ring over R for any finite group G are both QF rings. 
Also any proper homomorphic image of a commutative principal ideal domain 
is a QF ring [3, p. 402, Exer. 21. There are many other examples of QF rings 
scattered throughout the literature together with numerous characterizations 
of QF rings, but nowhere does there appear a systematic method for constructing 
QF rings in general. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of this paper is to present a technique by which QF 
rings can be constructed from a sequence of cyclic QF rings (a concept 
introduced in Section 2) and a special type of Morita context (Section 3). 
The first section is devoted to reviewing the manner by which a QF ring can 
be recovered from its basic subring, so that in the remainder of the paper we 
can stay in the context of basic rings. In Section 4, some new examples of QF 
rings are constructed and used to provide counterexamples to some conjectures 
that occurred during the investigation of this construction process. 
Throughout this paper all rings have an identity and all modules are unital. 
Homomorphisms are written on the opposite side of scalars. Although each 
subring has an identity, we do not require the identity of a subring of R to be 
the identity of R. 
1. BASIC QF RINGS 
Let R be an Artinian ring. A set of primitive orthogonal idempotents 
{el ,..., en} of R is called basic when the indecomposable left R-modules 
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lie, ,..., Re, are mutually nonisomorphic and each principal indecomposable 
left R-module is isomorphic to Re, for some i = l,..., n. The idempotent 
e=el+ ... + e, is called a basic idempotent of R and B = eRe is called 
a basic subring of R. Since R is clearly a direct summand of (Re)“, the direct 
sum of m copies of Re, for some m, Be is a generator in R~, the category of 
left R-modules (see [l, p. 53; or 2, p. 223). As Re is also finitely generated 
and projective, Re is faithfully projective in &?’ and thus the rings R and 
Hom,(Re, Re) g eRe = B are Morita equivalent. (That is, the categories 
R& and s&k’ are equivalent [I, Chap. 2, Th. 1.31). Also rings R and B 
are Morita equivalent if and only if there exists a positive integer m and an 
idempotent E in B, , the ring of m x m matrices over B, such that (1) 
R E EB,E and (2) B, = B,EB, (see [2, p. 471). 
From the Morita equivalence of R and its basic subring B, it is easy to show 
that R is QF if and only if B is QF. Thus every QF ring R is obtainable from 
a full matrix ring B, over a basic QF ring B and a suitably chosen idempotent 
of B,,, . Since any subring S = EB,E of B,m such that B,EB, = B, is 
Morita equivalent to the basic QF ring B, S must also be QF. The only question 
that remains when one constructs QF rings from basic QF rings in this manner 
is when are two QF subrings EB,E and FB,F of B, resulting from this 
construction isomorphic ? This is answered in Theorem 1.4 below, but first 
we need some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let e and f be idempotents of R, a left Artinian ring. Then there 
is an inner automorphism q5 of R such that (e)$ = f  if and only ;f  Re and Rf are 
isomorphic left R-modules. 
Proof. If f  = a-lea for some invertible a in R, then right multiplication 
by a induces an R-isomorphism from Re onto Rea = Raa-lea = Raf = Rf. 
Conversely, let Re and Rf be isomorphic R-modules. Since R is left 
Artinian and has an identity, R is also left Noetherian and the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem holds for finitely generated left R-modules. Since 
R = Re @ R(1 - e) z Rf @ R(1 -f) 
and Re g Rf, R(1 - e) and R(l - f) must also be isomorphic R-modules. 
If a: Re -+ Rf and B: R( 1 - e) + R(1 - f) are R-isomorphisms, then 
x -+ xem + x(1 - e)/3 is a left R-automorphism y of R. Since each left 
R-endomorphism of R is given by a right multiplication via an element of R, 
y must be given by right multiplication by an invertible element a of R. Note 
that a-lea is in the right annihilator fR of 1 -f, since (1 - f)a-lea = 
(1 - f  #?-lea is in R( 1 - e)ea = 0. Also the composite map 
Rf a Re id Re LRf 
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is the identity on Rf and is given by right multiplication by a-lea, an element 
of fR, so f = fu-lea = u-lea. Thus the inner automorphism $ determined by 
a takes e to f as required. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R be a left Artiniun ring and e be un idempotent of R such 
that ReR = R. Then any basic subring of eRe is a basic subring of R. 
Proof. Since ReR = R, R and eRe are Morita equivalent. Now a subring 
is basic iff it contains no n x n matrix ring (n > 1) as a subring, and each 
Morita class contains at most one basic ring. Hence a basic subring of eRe is 
basic for R. 
Idempotents e and f of a ring R are said to be isomorphic when Re and Rf are 
isomorphic left R-modules. Equivalently, one can easily show that e and f 
are isomorphic if and only if there exist elements x E eRf and y 6 fRe such 
that xy = e and yx = f .  (See Osima [9].) By Lemma 1.1, e and f  are isomorphic 
idempotents in a left Artinian ring if and only if there is an inner auto- 
morphism of R which maps e to f .  If {e, ,..., eJ is a basic set of idempotents 
of R and pi is the number of indecomposable components in any decomposi- 
tion of Re which are isomorphic to Re, , write Re = C@ piRei . Clearly, 
idempotents e and f are isomorphic if and only if pi = vi for all i when 
Re = C@ p,Re, and Rf = C@ viRei . We now can show the following. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a left Artiniun ring with idempotents e and 
f  such that S = eRe and T = fRf both contain the basic subring B of R. If  
there is an isomorphism from S to T which leaves B pointwise fixed, then there 
is an inner automorphism 4 of R such that (SW = T. 
Proof. Let e = C piei where {ei ,..., e,> is a basic set of idempotents of R 
obtained by decomposing the identity of the basic subring B into a sum of 
primitive orthogonal idempotents and t+ei means that pi of the components 
of e are isomorphic to ei . Let 0 be the given isomorphism between S and T 
and let Se = Co piSei be a decomposition of Se where pLiSei means a direct 
sum of pi copies of Sei . Since an indecomposable component Su of 
Se is S-isomorphic to Se, iff the corresponding component (S)e(u)e of 
(Se)0 = Tf is T-isomorphic to (Se,)0 = (S)O(ei)O = Tei , 
Tf = (S) e(e)@ = (Se)0 = 
It follows that Re = RSe = Co piRei and Rf = RTf = C@ piRei are 
R-isomorphic, whence by Lemma 1.1 there is an inner automorphism 4 of R 
such that T = (S)$. 
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THEOREM 1.4. Let e and f be idempotents of R, the full ring of m x m 
matrices over a basic left Artinian ring. If ReR = R and RfR = R, then eRe and 
fRf are isomorphic subrings of R if and only if there is an automorphism q5 of R 
such that (e)4 = f .  
Proof. Clearly, the existence of an automorphism 4 of R such that 
(e)4 = f implies that eRe and fRf are isomorphic rings, via the map 
ere ---f (ere)& 
Conversely, let 0 be an isomorphism from Tl = eRe onto T2 = fRf. Let 
B, be a basic subring of R which is contained in Tl (such a B, exists by 
Lemma 1.2) and B, = (B,)B, a basic subring of T, = fRf. Note also that 
B = EllREll is a basic subring of R, where El, is the idempotent matrix in 
R with 1 in the (1, 1) entry and O’s elsewhere. Since any two basic subrings 
of R are connected via an inner automorphism by Lemma 1.1, there exists an 
inner automorphism $r of R such that (B&, = B. Let T = (T&b, . Again 
by Lemma 1,1, there is an inner automorphism 4s of R such that (B.&j2 = B. 
Note that 1+4 = 4;’ o 0 o +s gives rise to an automorphism of B. Since R is 
essentially a full matrix ring over B, $ induces an automorphism $s of R which 
is essentially given by the rule: (bij)& = (bij$) where $ is the restriction $ to 
B. Note that I/ 0 $;‘is an isomorphism from T onto (T.&j, 0 &‘l which fixes the 
basic subring B = EllREll pointwise. By Lemma 1.3 there is an inner 
automorphism & such that (T&S, o 4;’ o & = T. Thus 4-1 = & o 4;’ o $a 0 4;’ 
is an automorphism of R which maps T, onto Tl as required. 
2. CYCLIC QF RINGS 
Nakayama’s original definition [8] of a QF ring R is that R is both left and 
right Artinian with identity and there exists a permutation r on {e, ,..., e,), 
a basic set of idempotents of R, such that for each i: 
(1) e,R has a unique minimal right R-submodule S(eiR) and S(eiR) E 
+#l+dN 
(2) Rei has a unique minimal left R-submodule S(ReJ and S(ReJ G 
%W/&@~)~ 
where p = r-1 and N is the Jacobson radical of R. That is, in a QF ring R any 
composition series of a principal indecomposable component Rei of R has 
both a uniquely determined top component T(Re,) = ReJNe, and a uniquely 
determined bottom component S(Re,), and T(ReJ G S(Rn(eJ). 
For the remainder of this paper R will denote a basic QF ring. We call r 
the Nakayama permutation of R and say that R is a cyclic QF ring when rr is a 
cycle. In general, let 7r = 7rI a.. nk be the factorization of 7~ as a product 
disjoint cycles and A, be the orbit of nj forj = l,..., k. 
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Let fj = CeiaAj ei , then fl ,...,fk are orthogonal idempotents whose sum 
is the identity of R. In particular, Rfi is injective for i = l,..., k. The socle 
of Rfi is the sum of the irreducible submodules of Rfj and will be denoted by 
Soc(Rfj). Clearly, 
Soc(RfJ = f  S(ReJ s 5 T(Rp(eJ) = f  T(ReJ 
tTi”Aj GiEAj tZiEAj 
where p = n-l and the last equality holds since Aj is the orbit of rj . It now 
follows that the injective left R-module Ei = Rfj , being the direct sum of the 
injective hulls of T(Re& is paired to the projective right R-module fjR in the 
sense of Fuller [4]. By Lemma 2.2 of [4], the right Sj (= fjRfj)-module Sj 
and the left Sj-module Sj form a pair over Sj . In particular, Sj is an 
injective left Sj-module. Since R left Artinian certainly implies that Sj is 
left Artinian, we see that Sj is QF for each j = l,..., K. Also it quickly follows 
from the fact that (ei j ei E Aj} is a basic set of idempotents of fj and fjNfj is 
the radical of Sj that (e, 1 ei E Aj} is a basic set of idempotents of Si . As 
Fuller showed that T(fjRp(ei)) z S(fjRei) in his proof of Lemma 2.2 in [4], 
we have that S, is a cyclic QF subring of R with Nakayama permutation rrj for 
j = l,..., k. In the same manner, if A is a union of some of the Aj and f  
is the sum of the e, in ,4, then fAf is a QF subring of R with Nakayama 
permutation the product of the mj such that Ai C A. This we record as the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a basic QF ring with Nakayama permutation 
r = rl ... V~ , the rTTi disjoint cycles. Then 
(1) Sj = fjRfj is a cyclic QF &ring of R with Nakayama permutation 
=j wherefj = &A* ei and Aj is the orbit of rrj; 
(2) Tj = (1 - fj) R(1 - fj) is a basic QF subring of R with Nakayama 
permutation 7~7;~; 
(3) iMore generally, fRf is a basic QF subring of R for any f  such that 
f  = Ceisa e, with A the union of some of the Aj’s. 
A basic QF ring R is said to be a QF cyclic extension of T by S when T and S are 
basic QF rings with S cyclic, and R has an idempotent f  such that fRf s S, 
(1 - f) R(l - f) s T, and f  = CeiEA e, where A is the orbit of a cyclic 
factor of the Nakayama permutation of R. As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, 
we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a basic QF ring with Nakayama permutation 
r = x1 ... rlc, rj disjoint cycles. Then there exist sequences S, ,..., S, and 
T 1 ,..., Tk of QF subrings of R such that 
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(1) Sj is a cyclic QF ring with Nakayama permutation rrj for j = I,..., k; 
(2) TI = S, , Tk = R, and Tj is a QF cyclic extension of Tjel by Sj for 
each j, 2 <j < k. 
Proof. By (1) of Proposition 2.1, we have that Sj = fiRf ,fj = the sum 
of the elements in Aj, the orbit of vi, is a cyclic QF subring of R with 
Nakayama permutation ri . Combining (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.1, 
R = Tk is a QF cyclic extension of T,-, = (1 - fb) R(l - fk) by S, . 
Repeating this process on T,-, , we see that T,-, is a QF cyclic extension of 
Tkes = (1 - fk - fk-r) R(l - fk - fkpl) by S,-, . Continuing in this 
manner, we eventually find that T, is a QF cyclic extension of TI = S, by 
S’s . Thus the sequences of QF subrings Sj = fiRh , j = 1 ,.. ,, k and 
Ti = (fi + ..* +fj) R(f, + ... +fj), j = I,..., k will do. 
It now follows that each basic QF ring will be determined once we know (1) 
all of the cyclic QF rings and (2) the manner in which QF cyclic extensions may 
be constructed from a given basic QF ring T and a cyclic QF ring S. In the 
next section we give a solution to (2) in terms of Morita contexts and remark 
that at present (1) remains an open question. 
QF CYCLIC EXTENSIONS AND THE MORITA CONTEXT 
Let S and T be rings, sVT an S-T bimodule, and TWs a T-S bimodule. 
Further suppose that there are mappings [ , 1: V x W + S and 
( , ): W x V + T which are respectively S-S bilinear and T-T bilinear 
and such that the following associativity conditions hold: 
(i) [ot, w] = [v, tw] and (ws, v) = (w, sv) 
(ii) w’[v, w] = (w’, v)W 
(iii) v’(w, v) = [w’, w]v. 
Then (S, T, K W, [ , I, ( , >) is called a Morita context by Cohn in [2] 
and a set of preequivalence data by Bass in [I]. 
For any ring R and idempotent e of R, multiplication induces mappings 
[ , 1: eR(l - e) x (1 - e) R e -+ eRe and ( , ): (1 - e) Re x eR(l - e) - 
(1 - e) R(1 - e) which clearly satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) above. 
Thus the Peirce decomposition, 
R = eRe + eR(1 - e) + (1 - e) Re + (1 - e) R(l - e), 
of R provides an example (eRe, (1 - e) R(l - e), eR(l - e), (1 - e) Re, 
[ , 1, ( , )) of a Morita context. The converse is also true and we state it 
for future reference without proof since the details are straightforward 
computations. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let (S, T, V, W, [ , 1, ( , >) be a Morita context, then the 
set of matrices R = {[L ‘j / s E S, t E T, v  G V, w E: W} forms a ring with 
respect to usual matrix addition and multiplication given by the rule 
Moreover, when S, T, V, and Ware identijied with the appropriate subsets of R, 
then the Morita context (S, T, V, W, [ , 1, ( , )) is the Morita context 
derived from the Peirce decomposition of R for the idempotent e = [‘, i]. 
Let R be a QF cyclic extension of T by S. Then R is basic and has a Peirce 
decomposition R = S + V + W + T with S = eRe, V = eR(l - e), 
W = (1 - e) Re, and T = (1 - e) R(l - e). Also there is a cyclic factor, say 
r1 , of the Nakayama permutation 71 of R such that Re = CeisAl Re, , A, the 
orbit of or, and (e, ,..., e,} a basic set of idempotents of R. We want to 
characterize R in terms of the Morita context derived from the Peirce decom- 
position of R for the idempotent e. To begin we have the following charac- 
terization of a QF cyclic extension in terms of idempotents. Here let Sot(M) 
denote the socle of an R-module M, that is, Sot(M) is the sum of the 
irreducible submodules of M, and for each subset X of R, l(X) = 
{rER/rX=O}andr(X)=(rERjXr =O}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a left and right Artinian ring and e an idempotent of R. 
Then R is a QF cyclic extension of T = (1 - e) R(l - e) by S = eRe if and 
only if 
(1) S is a cyclic QF ring, 
(2) T is a basic QF ring, 
(3) e ~l(Soc R(1 - e)) I? r(Soc(1 - e)R), and 
(4) 1 - e E E(Soc Re) n r(Soc eR). 
Proof. If R is a QF cyclic extension of T by S, then R is a basic QF ring 
and conditions (1) and (2) hold. Moreover, we may assume that the Nakayama 
permutation of R is r = rrr ... nk , the m’j disjoint cycles, with or the 
Nakayama permutation of S. Also e = Ce.EA ei and 1 - e = Ce.EA e, where 
A = &a Aj and A, the orbit of n’j . F& kach simple left ideb U of R, 
elJ f 0 if and only if U z ReJNei s S(Rv(eJ) for some ei E A, . Thus 
eU # 0 if and only if the injective hull E(U) of U is isomorphic to Ra(e,), 
the injective hull of S(Ra(eJ) in R. It follows e Soc(R(1 - e)) = 0, since 
any simple submodule U of R(l - e) has an injective hull which is a com- 
ponent of R(l - e) and no component of R(l - e) is isomorphic to R?r(eJ 
for any ei in A, when R is basic. Thus e E Z(Soc R(l - e)). Similarly, 
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1 - e E Z(Soc Re). Using the left-right symmetry of the structure of R, we 
have e ~r(Soc(1 - e)R) and 1 - e E r(Soc eR). Thus (3) and (4) hold. 
Conversely, if S is QF, then S induces a duality M + M* = Hom,(M, S) 
between the categories of finitely generated left S-modules and finitely 
generated right S-modules (see [6, Theor. 14.11). I f  eRre = 0, then e E Z(Rre). 
Since 1 - e E Z(Soc(Re)), 1 = 1 - e + e E Z(Soc(Rre)). Thus Soc(Rre) = 0, 
whence Rre = 0 and re = 0. That is, r,,(eR) = (x E Re / eRx = 0} = 0. 
Similarly, Z,&Re) = {X E eR ( xRe = O> = 0. By Theorem 3.1 of [4], Re 
must be an injective left R-module. The same argument shows that R( 1 - e) 
is an injective left R-module, whence R = Re @ R(l - e) is injective 
and R is QF. It is easy to see from the annihilator conditions that for each 
primitive idempotent summand ei of e, Soc(Re,) z Rp(eJ/N,o(eJ where 
p = r;’ and ZT, is the Nakayama permutation of 5’. In particular ri is a 
cyclic factor of the Nakayama permutation n of R and e = z:e+a, ei where A, 
is the orbit of rrl . Thus R is aQF cyclic extension of T by S as required. 
Now let R be a QF cyclic extension of T by S and identify T and S with 
their isomorphic images in R. Consider the Morita context (S, T, V, W, 
[ , 1, ( , )) derived from the Peirce decomposition of R, S = eRe, 
T = 1 - eR1 - e, W = 1 - eRe, V = eR1 - e. Recall [3, p. 3971 that the 
pairing [ , ] of bimodules Vand Wis nondegenerate when z, = 0 if [v, W] = 0 
andw =Oif[V,w] =O. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. With the above notation for the QF cyclic extension R of 
T by S, we have 
(1) V and W are jinitely generated modules with respect to both S and T; 
(2) [V, w] C rad S and ( W, V) C rad T; 
(3) both [ , ] and ( , > are nondegenerate pairings. 
Proof. Clearly, (1) holds. For (2), recall that rad(S) = Z(Soc S) = 
r(Soc S). Thus to show VW = [V, w] _C rad S we need only show VWU = 0 
for every simple left S-submodule U of S. Since 1 - e E Z(Soc(Re)) by 
Lemma 3.2, it is easy to show that RU is a simple left submodule of Re by 
noting that eU’ # 0 for any simple submodule U’ of RU and then showing 
RU = u’. Thus 0 = 1 - eRU> 1 - eWU = WV, whence VWU = 0 
and VW C rad S. Similarly, (W, V) C rad T. For (3), suppose that 
VW = [V, w] = 0 for some w E W. Then Rw = VW + Tw = Tw, since 
w E W = 1 - eRe. If  w # 0, then Rw contains a minimal left ideal U. But 
then U _C Soc(Re) and (1 - e)U # 0 which contradicts Lemma 3.2. There- 
for w = 0 when [V, w] = 0. Similarly, we can show that v  = 0 when 
[v, WJ = 0. Thus [ , ] is a nondegenerate pairing of the S-modules .V and 
W, . In the same manner, we can show that ( , ) is a nondegenerate pairing 
of the T-modules r W and V, . 
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As a consequence of the nondegeneracy of the pairings [ , ] and ( , ) we 
have the following corollaries (see [3, p. 397; or 71). 
COROLLARY 3.4. If R is a QF cyclic extension of T by S, then with the 
notation of Proposition 3.3: 
(1) W s Hom,( V, S) as T-S bimodules, 
(2) V z Hom,( W, S) as S-T bimodules, 
(3) W z Hom,(V, T) as T-S bimodules, 
(4) V g Hom,(W, T) as S-T bimodules. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If R is a QF cyclic extension of T by S, then in the notation 
of Proposition 3.3 
(1) Hom,(Hom,( V, S), T) g V as S-T bimodules, 
(2) Hom,(Hom,(V, T), S) g V as S-T bimodules. 
Considering the converse of Proposition 3.3, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let (S, T, V, W, [ , 1, ( , )) be a Morita context such 
that S and T are basic QF rings with S cyclic and 
(i) V and W finitely generated modules with respect to both S and T, 
(ii) [V, w] C rad S and (W, V) c rad T, 
(iii) [ , ] and ( , > nondegenerate pairing of S-modules and T-modules, 
respectively. 
Then the matrix ring R = [“, $1 ofL emma 3.1 is a QF cyclic extension of T by S. 
Proof. Since S and T satisfy both minimum conditions and condition (i) 
holds, R is both right and left Artinian. By Lemma 3.2 we need only show that 
(1 - e) E /(Soc(Re)) n r(Soc(eR)) and e E Z(Soc R(l - e)) n r(Soc(1 - e)R) 
where e = (i i). First let us show that 1 - e Soc(Re) = 0. Let U be a 
minimal left ideal of Re. If eU = 0, then UC 1 - eRe = W, whence 
VUCVW~SandalsoVUCUSW.ButWnS=O,soVU=O.But 
U#O,sothereexistsu#Owithu~UCWandVu=[V,u]#Obythe 
nondegeneracy of [ , 1. This contradicts the fact that VU = 0. Thus we 
musthaveeU#O.LetuEeUwithu#O,thenRu=UandRu=Su+ Wu. 
If0 #XE Wu,then U= RWu = VWu + TWu.But VW= [V,W]CradS, 
so VWu = 0 and U = TWu, whence eU = 0. This contradicts the fact that 
eU # 0 and followed from the assumption that Wu # 0. Thus U = Ru = Su, 
so eU = U and 1 - eU = 0. Since U was an arbitrary simple submodule of 
Re, 1 - e E Z(Soc(Re)). The other three annihilator conditions follow in the 
same manner. Thus R is a QF cyclic extension of T by S by Lemma 3.2. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let D be a principal ideal domain, p a prime in D, and 
A = D/Dpk for some k > 1. Then A is a cyclic QF ring. Let V = W = ptA 
for 1 < t < k. Then the rule [ptal , p%z,] = pta,a, gives a well-defined 
nondegenerate pairing of V and Was A-modules for which the associativity 
conditions of Lemma 3.1 hold when ( , > = [ , 1. Also, [V, W] = 
ptA C rad A. Thus the set of matrices 
R = A 
[ 
PtA 
ptA A 1 
forms a QF cyclic extension of A by A when we add as usual and multiply 
by the rule 
[ 
al Pa2 bl ptbz = aIbI + p%b, ptaIbz +p%b, 
P% I[ a4 P$ b4 1 [ pt& +pta4b, ptasb2 + u4b4 I * 
EXAMPLE 2. Let D, p, and A be as in Example 1. Note that the mapping 
[ , 1: A x A + A given by [a, b] = pub is a pairing of the A-modules .A 
and A, . Clearly, the associativity conditions of Lemma 3.1 hold when we let 
( , ) = [ , 1. Thus the 2 x 2 matrices over A form a ring R with usual 
addition and multiplication given by 
Let e = [i i], W = 1 - eRe, and V = eR1 - e. It is easy to show that 
pk-lW is the unique simple R-submodule of both Re and 1 - eR and that 
pk--lV is the unique simple R-submodule of both eR and RI - e. Thus 
R is a cyclic QF ring with Nakayama permutation a 2-cycle. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let R be the ring constructed in Example 2 with D = Z and 
A = Z/Zpa for some prime p in 2. Let T be the full ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over R. Thus T is a full ring of 4 x 4 matrices over A with a nonstandard 
product. It is easy to check that the product of elements of T as 4 x 4 matrices 
over A is given by 
where cii = Ck uiL c bki with uik * bkj = paixb,+ when i and k differ in parity 
and i and j agree in parity, and uilc c bkj = uircbki otherwise. Using the above 
rule to multiply, it is easy to check that the map 8: (uij) --t (a,(i),(j)) defined 
by the permutation p = (1 2)(3 4) on the row and column indices i = 1,. . ., 4, 
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j = l,..., 4, is an automorphism of T. (For multiplication, p merely changes 
parity, hence preserves the condition for calculating ailc * b,$ .) Now let 
Tl = eTe where e = e, + es + e3 where ei is the matrix with 1 in the 
(i, ;) position and O’s elsewhere. Since T is a matrix ring over a cyclic QF ring, 
T is QF and moreover it is easy to check that (e, , e,,> is a basic set of 
idempotents of T, TeI z Te, , and Te, g Te, . Thus Te g Tel @ Te, @ Te, . 
Let f = (e)0 and note that f  = e2 + e, + e4 = e, + e2 + e,, , so 
Tf g Te, @ Te, @ Te2 & Te. Thus there does not exist an inner auto- 
morphism $ of T such that e+ = f. It follows that eTe and f Tf are isomorphic 
subrings of T, each containing a basic set of idempotents of T, which are 
isomorphic under an automorphism, but not under an inner automorphism 
of T. 
EXAMPLE 4. If R is a basic QF ring and e is an idempotent of R such that 
1 - e E Z(Soc Re) n r(Soc eR), it is easy to show using the techniques of 
Section 2, that both eRe and 1 - eR1 - e are QF subrings of R. However, 
when we try to recover R from QF subrings eRe and 1 - eR1 - e the fact 
that 1 - e E l(Soc Re) n r(Soc eR) is not enough to prove that R is QF as 
this example shows. Let D = 2, A = Z/Zp2, and k = 1 in Example 1. 
Let e = (i i) and M1 = peRe and M, = ~(1 - e) R(l - e). It is easy to 
check that MI and M, are two-sided ideals of R with both MI and M2 simple 
left as well as simple right R-modules. Moreover, Re and Rl - e both have 
unique composition series Re 1 Ne 3 MI I 0 and 
R(l-e)lNl-eelM,3_0 
where N = (g$ “,i) is the radical of R. Thus R is a generalized uniserial 
ring. Now let R = R/M2 , then R is a ring such that g and 1 - e are ortho- 
gonal primitive idempotents with sum i. Moreover, 8~ s A and -- __ 
1 - eR1 - e s AlpA whence both CRC and GRG are QF. Also mr 
is the unique minimal R-submodule of both CR and Rz, so 
1 - e E Z(Soc $57) n r(S0c 8)). 
--- -- 
But the minimal submodule of R( 1 - e) is i?Rl - e which is R-isomorphic to -- 
MI . Since Rt? and RI - e are not isomorphic, R cannot be a quasi-Frobenius 
ring. Note also that the ring R is a quasi-Frobenius, generalized uniserial ring 
which has a nonzero homomorphic image which is not QF. 
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